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Discourse XVIII
“Followers of the way, students come from every quarter, and after host and guest have

met, a student will take the measure of the teacher before him with a phrase.    Some tricky words
are picked out by the student and thrown at the corner of the teachers moth.    “Let’s see if you
can understand this!” he says.    If you recognize it to be a device, you seize it and fling it into a
pit.    Whereupon the student quits down, then asks the teacher to say something.    
As before the teacher robs him of his attitude.    The student says, ‘What superlative wisdom!    A
great teacher , indeed!”    To which you instantly retort, “You can’t even tell good from bad!”
Or a teacher may take out a bunch of stuff and play with it in front of a student.    The later, hav-
ing seen through this, makes himself master every time and doesn’t fall for the humbug.    Now
the teacher reveals the half of his body, whereupon the student gives a shout.    Again the teacher
tries to rattle the student by suing all sorts of expressions having to do with differentiation.    ‘You
can’t tell good from bad, you old shavepate!’ exclaims the student.    And the teacher with a sigh
of admiration, says, ‘Ah, a true follower of the way!”

    Yesterday I spoke about various aspects of this encounter of host and guest.    When the
student and the teacher encounter each other and they are doing the activities of subjective and
objective.    I explained how the student in various ways checks out the teacher, tests the teacher.
Now, if we’re talking about a student testing the teacher of course this implies this is quite a de-
veloped student, a student really in the same class as the teacher him or her self.    

How might the student in the case have tested the teacher?      Well maybe the student
would have said something like, “Master, what is a pine tree?”    But you see the teacher refuses
to take this as an issue, refuses to make it a question.    Not making it an issue means that the
teacher might have said something like, “That pine tree over there, that’s me.”    And isn’t it true,
if the student were told this, the student wouldn’t be able to say a word more.    But usually stu-
dents don’t understand, even when you say, “That you that appears in front of me is me.”    They
don’t understand.    Do you understand?    No, they don’t understand.    You don’t understand.
More sanzen.    

And so, the student, seeing how the teacher responded, thinks, “Yes indeed, a wonderful
teacher.”    And praises the teacher.    But do you think that the teacher smiles in response to that
praise.    No, the teacher doesn’t smile in response to that praise.    Instead of smiling, quite the
opposite, the master might say, “Don’t you realize that you are me?”    So that’s what Rinzai
means when he says, “Instantly replied.”    So the student gets attacked by the teacher, “You don’t
even know the difference between good and bad.”    When a teacher is praised by just anyone, it
doesn’t really matter that much, but when a teacher is praised by somebody who’s caliber is simi-
lar to that of the teacher, then the teacher has to respond in this way.

What it means to be a spiritual teacher, what it means to be a Roshi is to embrace the to-
tality of good and bad within one’s self.    Unless you understand that you'll never be able to see
into what a Roshi is.    So Rinzai is using this vocabulary in order to explain to us just what a
master is all about.    

So, what kind of issue is the master testing the student with here?    A master might test
the student by saying, “When you see a tea cup, you call it a tea cup don’t you?    Why?”    Asked
why the student might become confused.    A monk once asked the ancient master Joshu, “Does a
dog have the Buddha nature or not?”    Likewise Joshu was once asked the essence of Buddhism,
and he responded by saying, “ I’m looking at the garden and the pine tree.”    So what the student
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is asking about is, what is the essence of Buddhism, what is the Buddha nature.    And asked such
a question a teacher might answer, “I am manifesting myself as you right now.”    

All these kinds of questions like, “Did the dog have the Buddha nature,” or “What is the
essence of Buddhism,” all of these are referred to in Zen as contrivances.    It’s a little difficult to
translate the exact Chinese phrase, something like a contrivance, something that deals with one’s
experience of the environment (境塊子 ).    In other words, you could ask, “What is meant by
‘pine tree?”    that’s using the pine tree as an environment, a contrivance.    Or, “What is the “mu”
of Joshu, the “no” of Joshu?”    Now whenever any contrivance based on the environment like
this is used its very confusing to students until they realize that they have as their very content
the Buddha nature, then they’re not confused anymore.    People get very tripped out about koans,
but koans are contrivances.    They’re just devices, a mechanism.    You shouldn’t get caught up in
them, confused by them.    So the person who has understood, as a master understands, the activ-
ity of the Buddha nature which is an activity, a student that understands this will not be confused.

The text goes on to say that the student becomes master each time, that’s the literal trans-
lation of the Chinese, and is not confused by what appears in front of him.    It means the student
becomes totally the student of the master.    It means in other words the student becomes the mas-
ter.

You sit in front of the teacher, and the teacher asks you, “Show me how you can manifest
true love without physically touching me.”    Lots of students can’t do it after six months, even
after a year of practice.    Why?    Because they are attached to the self that claims, “I am. I per-
manently exist as a thing.”    You have to be able to totally give yourself to the teacher.    Then
you will be able to manifest true love without physically touching.

One after another the student becomes the host, becomes the master in your translation.
The actual Chinese phrase “one after another, “ is literally “one under another, under another.”
If you go under, under, under, under, until you have reached the ultimate under, then what hap-
pens.    When you manifest the ultimate under then there is no need to go under anymore.    In
other words a self appears that no longer needs to know itself as a student.    And so this is a little
hard to understand, but eventually you become the master.    You become the master because one
after another after another you give yourself to the teacher, until you can manifest true love with-
out touching.        

In other words, if you are able to come to the ultimate touching, then you no longer need
to touch.    In other words what it means to die, to reach the ultimate of the dying process means
you don’t have to die anymore.    Then you become the master of death.    If we take touching to
mean grasping, then grasping means expanding, and likewise if we touch, touch, touch, grasp,
grasp, grasp, until we have grasped everything, we have expanded to the ultimate.    There is no
need to grasp anymore.    And that’s another kind of being the master.    That is when one no
longer needs to expand any further.

In sanzen people sometimes say, “Roshi I have a question.”    If you are fairly new to the
practice I listen patiently.      But somebody who has experienced the appearance of the complete
self that happens when you let the incomplete self dissolve will not have questions.    So, what
we would like you never to forget is that if you have a question, the reason is because you have
an incomplete self.

In the old days in the monasteries in Japan, maybe fifty or sixty years ago, the jikijitsu
might press one of the monks, “Did you ask the Roshi a question in sanzen?”    “Yes.”    If you
say “yes,” you’re gonna get the keisaku from the jikijitsu, “Bang, you idiot!”    This is the way
the custom was in the old days in the zendo.    Do to the influence of modern concepts of democ-
racy even in Japan nowadays the unsuis have no qualms about actually asking a question of the
Roshi during sanzen.    So it’s fine in the early days of practice but, for the experienced practi-
tioner, as soon as you have a question, you should be immediately be aware why you have a
question, “Ah, this is an incomplete self.”    

The manifestation of a self that has a question we refer to as, “stealing time.”    Think
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about it, some forty or so people here, all have to get sanzen in an hour, how valuable is one
minute?      How valuable is one second of that time?      So if  you start  asking questions,  five
minute, ten minute questions, think of all the time of the other people you’ve stolen.    That’s why
the jikijitsu will beat you up.    Bang!    You get it.    In the old day you’d get the keisaku right on
your rear end, but of course nowadays it’s different.    And having passed through an experience
like that you come to realize that time is the common property of everyone, and you can’t steal a
piece of it for yourself.    But nowadays people don’t have that true religious spirit.    They don’t
understand about it, and so they’re quite willing to steal time.    

So you eventually come to realize that the essence of morality is the Zen itself, and you
realize that all along you’ve been stealing time. (Roshi chants)    And so you make an act of con-
trition.    You chant the phrase in Chinese from the Vinaya which goes, (Shinzen chants) “I vow
to the cosmic Buddha, Mahavairocanna, all sins I ..repentance..”    Shinzen’s translation is better
than my original.    So I’ll have him from tomorrow give the teishos.    So when we talk about re-
ceiving the sila, or the moral precepts we’re talking about the practice itself.    In other words, by
the precepts we’re not talking about rejecting evil and doing good.    One has to repent because
one realizes all along one has been stealing time.    The self appears right here and now by steal-
ing time.    And so you have to give time back to its owner.    And then you will be able to mani-
fest complete time here.    

This is what Rinzai is getting to.    So, if you can completely do the activity called death,
then inevitably there will appear a self that no longer needs to die.    By death we mean to hide,
so if you are able to completely hide then you wont need to hide.    And in contrast to the hiding
that is death coming out of hiding, appearing, is what we call life.    And when you completely
appear, then you don’t need to appear anymore, any further.    That is a complete self.    And when
you are able to completely appear, completely disappear, totally be completely alive, be com-
pletely dead, then this is what’s called a complete self.    It means that the self dissolves.    This is
the practice of what we call the sila.    The precepts, the Buddhist morality.    It’s not a teaching
about doing good and avoiding bad.    

The problem was that your way of stealing was insufficient.    So, now you understand
right.    You stole just a little bit of life, and a little bit of death, and that’s why you think that you
are an existing thing.    If you can steal all of life and death, and internalize it, make it what you
are, then this is a complete self.    So, stealing is good.    But, not if you steal a little bit.    You
have to steal it all.    If you steal just a little bit, then you think, “I exist.”    You get attached to the
self as a thing, and you get attached to stealing. (TAPE OVER)

So, Rinzai shows us, a student who is not confused by the surroundings, not confused by
the environment.    And what is this student not confused by the surroundings or the environ-
ment?    Because the student has completely made the surroundings, the environment his content.
That is to say the student has stolen for himself all of life, all or death, all of hiding, all or reap -
pearing.    You can’t understand the text just based on the words in the text.    You have to have
actually the same experience as Rinzai.

Rinzai describes the teacher as revealing half his body, and this is in fact characteristic of
masters.    They usually don’t show the totality, they show only half of it.    When the activity of
life manifests half of the totality, and the activity of death manifests half of the totality, then they
come to their inevitable encounter, their meeting.    If you have experience through your own
practice, you will find what he’s talking about here quite fascinating.

Everybody exists having as their content this process that produces them.    A process that
could be referred to as tatha-ta, or Tathagata, the Buddha.    In other words everything exists hav-
ing a self whose content is both negative and positive, both the plus and the minus.    And so we
manifest our self completely having the man activity the manifests man, and the woman activity
that    manifests woman both a our content.    So when the man and the woman encounter each
other, each one is manifesting half of the totality.    Encountering each other, it feels good doesn’t
it?     I’ve been looking for you all my life.    Now I have finally found you.
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And why does it feel so good?    Because the plus has come far enough to experience half
of the one space.    The minus has come far enough to experience the other half of the space.
When they finally encounter they realize that they share that one space, and so it feels good.
They know they are in world.    So, they come together, and they face each other in contrast so to
speak, each has manifested only half of the totality, half the body so to speak.    

When they don’t just encounter but pass through each other, break through the encounter,
the male from his side is able to move into the world that the woman has been experiencing, has
come this far in experiencing.    He’s able to go into that world.    And likewise the woman, brak-
ing through the encounter is able to experience the path that the man has walked.    And so by
passing through each other they both simultaneously are able to experience the totality of the
space that they share.    Do you understand?    You should understand, I’ve said it enough times.

When the total space is experienced minus doesn’t have to be minus, plus doesn’t have to
be plus anymore.    And that’s why the totality is referred to as zero.    In other words the manifes-
tation of the activity of emptiness.    Do you understand?    The activity of zero, the activity of
emptiness is the complete manifestation of self.    If you get attached to the incomplete self, no
way in the world is the complete activity going to appear.    What we mean by a question is at-
tachment to that incomplete self.    This is what I ask you to contemplate, to see in your medita-
tion with your eyes wide open.

Some people may think I talk too much, I explain too much.    Some people think I ex-
plain too much, trying to say that the activity of zero is what we mean by true love.

So, “HA!’    When the teacher and the disciple meet, when plus and minus encounter,
what should happen?    It’s interesting isn’t it.    Don’t you think so?    What should a man and
woman do when they encounter?    I explained you have to break through.    You have to go be-
yond the mere encountering.    So when teacher and student encounter, how can the teacher break
through the encounter?    (Roshi shouts KAAA!) The student gives a shout.    How about it.    The
most noble possible thing is when it’s not just the student, but both the man and the woman shout
at the same time.    Now that shout, we say “katsu 喝” in Japanese, that katsu is the activity of
zero.    It’s completely without meaning.    It’s the activity of emptiness.    In that shout both God,
and the devil, both the cosmic Buddha and the ferocious Fudo, have disappeared.    If you under-
stand this, then you will understand the nature of love, and you will really finally understand why
love is such a noble thing.

Now, even though the student gave a good shout, the teacher wouldn’t let him off with
that.    The teacher grabs the student by the collar, and rattles him, shakes him, demanding to
know, why is it that after true love the man and woman say, “I love you.”    Inevitably a talking
self appears.    Why?    The teacher grabs the student, shakes him by the shoulder saying, why is
it?    Why is it that a talking self appears?    How does it happen?    

When plus and minus separate where should you go?    Most people if they were so hard
pressed by the teacher would find it pretty hard to respond.    But remember the student in ques-
tion here is someone of the caliber close to a master, and he’s not freaked out.    And what does
the student say?    The student says, “You stupid bald Roshi!”    The student says, “You are a se-
nile old fool, and your bald head shines in the sun.”    Do you understand.    Is he praising or con-
demning the teacher?    Sounds crazy doesn’t it?    When the student is saying this in what world
is that student standing.    “You can’t even tell the difference between good and bad, you’re so se-
nile!”    If you can reach the point where you don’t know the difference between good and bad
then you can have your graduation certificate.        

Now, having heard the response of the student, these words of the student, do you think
that the master would be angry, or would be happy?    What we see in the text, “Ah, a true fol-
lower of the Way.”    The Roshi praises the student.    But, if you take it superficially like that it’s
a mistake.    A real master isn’t going to praise a student by saying, “You’re a great student.”
When it says, “the teacher gave a sigh, and said this is a great student, “ what he’s really saying
is, “Okay, we’ve both said alot.    I’ve heard enough.    It’s time for me to rest, and time for you to
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rest too.”    So, if you can be this way then we’ll give you the graduation certificate that says you
have completed seichu training.

You don’t need a graduation.    Our seichu is with this coming to a close.    Now, there are
much nicer zendos around the country, and if you are so inclined feel free to go to them.    You
don’t have to feel any embarrassment, or hesitation, if you want to go you can go freely.    But,
perhaps someone realizing how difficult it is for people to train in this primitive situation where
we have the porta-potties, we don’t have proper toilets, perhaps someone would like to stay on to
help out so that we can get rid these porta-potties and get some proper toilets up here.    Whatever
you want it’s your choice.

So, we together have been able to complete this seichu training.      Being eighty nine,
hopefully, perhaps we will be able to meet get.
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